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Notes by the filmmaker on his films:

The Art_of [orldly Wisdom

This film is composed primarily of material from film diaries I kept from the
years 1976 to 1978. I began keeping a journal for no particular reason and with no
view to making a public film from it. However, shortly after I started I found
myself undergoing a rapid and serious physical degeneration. I was informed thatI had developed a serious organic pathology which had a mortality rate associated
with it. Perhaps even more troubling to me at that time was the belief my illness
provoked within me that a strife must exist at the core of a'll things. Civilization
seemed animated by the desire to take al'l things back to itself, and both nature and
civilization seemed to have an impulse to destroy man... 

,

This film is q kind of autobiography - a history of one's personal development. It
F, flg*gver, larggly a_mental autobiography since it charts the growth of'my awareness.
The diyision of the film into two parts reflects this deve'lopmenl. In info-rmal
conversations - though I certainly wouldnrt want to push the point too far - I have
feferred to the first part as the lknowledge reel" ahd the sebond pa'rt as the
f 'wi sdom reel 1l. . .

The intellectual stances of the first reel give way to another form of understanding
in the second - one of acceptance. In this section, the elements become more resolied
and harnnnious. A kind of stabifity is finally achieved. In this way the second reel
repudiates the one that went before.

1857 (fool's Gold)

The course of the film is charted by the transformations which these images undergo.
The film has a narative form, not the one presented in Conrad's novel, but rather
one that'is developed purely in terms of the manipu'lation of the colour characteris
tics.of the images. The fi'lm presents an odyssey of return, the recovery for jts
world from a fallen state"

Four typgs of visua'l forms appearin this filn: photographic scenes, written texts,
mathematica'l symbols and numerals. All the photographed scenes were derived from
six "source images", three of which were obtained-by'shooting live.action, uncontrolled
events and three by rephotographing scenes from an educational film depicting events
from Confadrs nove1, Lord Jim.


